Surprise Visit

Chasing U.S. soldiers surround President Johnson as he arrived at LBJ Ranch in South Texas for an unannounced visit. With the president was Secretary of Defense Clark M. Clifford.

LBJ Stops At Front; On Way to Thailand

By BOBBY SODER

State News Staff Writer

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON – The stock market rallied Wednesday buoyed by favorable world energy developments, corporate earnings reports and a lower rate. The Dow Jones industrial average surged forward with the Dow Jones 30-stock industrial average surging forward with the Dow Jones 30-stock average up 8.02 at 289.2. The Associated Press 60-stock average was up 3.3 at 289.2. This compared with the Dow Jones average of 285.9 at the close of the previous session.

Steel profits lead rally in market

NEW YORK – The stock market rallied Wednesday buoyed by favorable world energy developments, corporate earnings reports and a lower rate. The Dow Jones industrial average surged forward with the Dow Jones 30-stock industrial average surging forward with the Dow Jones 30-stock average up 8.02 at 289.2. The Associated Press 60-stock average was up 3.3 at 289.2. This compared with the Dow Jones average of 285.9 at the close of the previous session.

Classroom 2nd

Peers most influential

By PAMELA SODER

State News Staff Writer

Students are more likely to ask for advice from their peers than from the people they love. College students are a distant second to the living group in asking the student's outlook in a study conducted by Don Allen, director of research, at Michigan State University.

FOR FOOTBALL

More 'space' at sellout

By GAYEL WESCH

State News Sports Writer

Even if it all goes well, Saturday's football game will be sold out. This is the best the Michigan State University football team has done in quite a while.

AAUP may investigate firing of AT&T instructors

By ANDREW MOLLISON

State News Executive Reporter

CHARLOTTE (AP) — A nine-member panel of American Association of University Professors (AAUP) began its hearing today in New York to investigate charges that four instructors at Bell Laboratories were fired by the company.

Steel profits lead rally in market

NEW YORK — The stock market rallied Wednesday buoyed by favorable world energy developments, corporate earnings reports and a lower rate. The Dow Jones industrial average surged forward with the Dow Jones 30-stock industrial average surging forward with the Dow Jones 30-stock average up 8.02 at 289.2. The Associated Press 60-stock average was up 3.3 at 289.2. This compared with the Dow Jones average of 285.9 at the close of the previous session.

City Councillor's vote could change of voting age

By BOBBY SODER

State News Staff Writer

A pack of students said they would recommend representation at the university. East Lansing government flew in to raise concerns.

Stocks surged forward with the Dow Jones 30-stock average surging forward with the Dow Jones 30-stock average up 8.02 at 289.2. The Associated Press 60-stock average was up 3.3 at 289.2. This compared with the Dow Jones average of 285.9 at the close of the previous session.
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There is something terrifying when one reads about a death, particularly if the victim was young and his life was cut short through participation in something that he loved. It could have been my kid. As a mother, when I read about my son returning home from practice, it could have been my brother, my best friend, my husband.

And for a teammate, it could have been me.

When a football team runs onto the field, you inevitably spot the man in the suit with the little black bag—the team physician—walking at a smart pace, bringing up the rear.

**Accident prone**

You see him at track meets. He's a fool-proof—insurance you see him at track meets. He's a fool-proof—insurance.

I must be an outcast from the community because I wrote a "dirty" story. Other I have been released from the ATL Dept. of the Rain King" as an outside reading. American Mind." I argued for a whole

fused to even examine an experimental violation of student rights, but it is not true

is ATL a writing course? Can University

faculty has re-

forced—and enforced—a set of house rules. The only thing that troubles me

Is, no one else can tell, you see.

Which lies between the they and I,

Am I they, or are they I?

(The missing verse wasn't up to par.)

Tell me that. I do not want to know. DOWN WITH NEVERTHELESS. 

E.g., American, British, Australian, etc., their status, is no excuse for the

aggressors rather than claiming that they are in danger.

The secular, therefore, the editorial board of THE GAME—

about the instructor who called to say that as his department tries to play a

student faculty member in demonstration—cations of the University, it is finding that

students are afraid to speak for themselves. That rather than have empty

speech; it is vital as well that MSU students speak.

Oof

About the girl who came back to college

No one else can tell, you see.

**THE READERS’ MINDS**

Academic freedom at stake
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He spoke of the backlash and warned of pclashing with East Berlin diplomats. "This leads into everything that can be done in the economic area," Jung said. "I could be a real danger in our economic relations in Europe and in the rest of the world."

"The economic advisory committee has to decide on dual-use and goods," he said. "This area is very important," Jung said. "One cannot have a competitive advantage by producing goods in one country and then selling them in another."

"The economic advisory committee has to decide on dual-use and goods," he said. "One cannot have a competitive advantage by producing goods in one country and then selling them in another."

Jung said that the economic committee should be formed to deal with such issues. "We need to form committees to deal with such issues," Jung said. "We need to form committees to deal with such issues."

"I would like to see a committee formed to deal with such issues," Jung said. "I would like to see a committee formed to deal with such issues."
Jones running hard to regain old form

By ED BRULL
State News Sports Writer

It's a funny thing, sometimes you just don't ever even notice it, 

until it happens. Spencer Co-Captain and halfback Clint Jones 

said that's what happened to him last season. "I didn't even 

notice that I gained 787 yards until after the game," Jones 

said. "It was a total surprise."

Coach Darrell Royal pointed out that Jones had been 

having a good season prior to his season-ending injury, 

and that in the year that he had been a regular on the 

football team, Jones had proved himself to be a 

valuable contributor.

Jones had been a solid all-around player for the 

Vols, and his performance in the last game of the season 

against Georgia has been instrumental in his decision to 

return for another year.

The Vols, who lost to Georgia 12 over North 

Carolina, 21-0 last week, have a tough game against 

Oklahoma State this week.

Oklahoma State, who defeated Kansas 31-10 last 

month, has been strong in recent years, and 

this game will be a test of the Vols' ability to compete 

in the Big Eight Conference.

Jones, who has been a model of consistency throughout his 

career, says that he is looking forward to the challenge of 

against Oklahoma State.

"I think it will be a great game," Jones said. "We've 

been working hard all season, and I know we're ready.

I think we'll be able to handle Oklahoma State."

The Vols, who are currently in fourth place in the 

Big Eight Conference, are looking for their first 

conference win, and Jones says that the team is 

determined to get it.

"I think we can win this game," Jones said. "We 

have the talent to do it, and we're going to give it our 

best shot."
By NORM SAARI
State News Sports Writer

Toby Smith has a few weeks with his brother and father in the NFL before he heads off to the Big Ten, where he's expected to make a mark as an outstanding player.

"I want to play football here," Toby said. "I want to play here, and I want to make it on my own." Toby's father, Bubba, and the football coach, Bill Rutledge, meet him as an outstanding player.

"Toby wants to make his own way at Michigan State," Rutledge said. "He is proud of his own brother, Bubba, and the football team." Toby had played at State, but had made it clear to the coaching staff he wanted to make it on his own, rather than his brother's name.

"I'll agree with Toby's potential," said Coach Rutledge. "As he was a standout at the Texas high school all-star game and had college offers from schools like Texas Tech and Southern Methodist University." Toby said, "I was not going to the University of Michigan.

"I know what I want to be, and I'm not going to settle for anything less," he said. "I want to be the best, and I want to make it on my own." Toby's brother, Bubba, and his father, Willie Rae, are proud of Toby's decision.

"We want him to play for us," Bubba said. "We want him to play for Michigan State, and we're happy with his decision." Toby's father, Willie Rae, is also proud of his son's decision.

"I'm proud of Toby," said Willie Rae. "I want him to be the best, and I want him to make it on his own." Toby's father, Willie Rae, is also proud of his son's decision.
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Red nations label talks 'start of aggression'
Handsome AI...more than a ham

By ELLEN KARAS

"Handsome AI...more than a ham" is the title of an article that seems to discuss a person named Mandelstamm. The article is set in Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan.

SOC computer dance matches 125 couples

Computers are whirling and IBM cards are being shuffled in preparation for the Student Off-Campus (SOC) Computer Dance this weekend.

Bill McCullough, SOC vice-president, said 125 couples will be attending the third annual dance, held that the names have been matched and the young men will receive the names of potential dance partners on the campus this week.

The Computer Dance held in the fall of 1964 was the first such activity in the Big Ten. It was based on the national Collegiate Dating Game format.

McCullough emphasized that this dance is independent of any national organization.

Bob Carey, of WLS radio, along with a Lansing deejay, "Rainy Days," will announce the music. The Ballroom Wagons, a four-piece group, will be featured from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. and will be held in the Union Ballroom.

SOC is the "social section" of Off-Campus Council (OCC), an alumni affiliate.

Rainy Days at Shaw Hall

The Rainy Days, a rock and roll band from Detroit, will enter the competition tonight. The date will be determined at 8 p.m. The band will enter through the Union Ballroom.

The group will meet in front of the I.M. building for sign-ups. Approximately 125 minimums to part in last year's competition.

The Sorority system of Michigan State

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO

SORORITY RUSH SIGN-UP

ON THESE DATES ONLY

TODAY STUDENT SERVICES
3rd floor 1-5 pm

TOMORROW STUDENT SERVICES
3rd floor 1-5 pm

Tomorrow is the last day

Sign-up fee $1.50

Keep this ad for reference.
MEN 26-35 ELIGIBLE

Draft boards to tighten deferment requirements

By JEFF STONE

Local draft boards in the Lansing area are tightening the rules that will allow men to be deferred from the draft. These changes were made to comply with the new draft law that went into effect in February.

There are four categories of deferments that will be given to men. They are: 1) education deferments for full-time students, 2) medical deferments for men who are physically or mentally handicapped, 3) religious deferments for men who are members of a religious group that consciiously object to war and military service, and 4) conscientious objector deferments for men who believe in the war but are not prepared to fight.

The draft boards will be given greater authority to issue deferments, and the decision of the draft board can now be appealed to the local draft board. The new law also allows draft boards to consider the opinions of the man's employer and his family in making their decision.

The draft boards will also be given the authority to review the medical records of men who are seeking deferments. This will allow the draft boards to make more informed decisions about who is and is not eligible for deferments.

The new draft law also allows draft boards to consider the opinions of the man's employer and his family in making their decision. This will allow the draft boards to make more informed decisions about who is and is not eligible for deferments.

The draft boards will also be given the authority to review the medical records of men who are seeking deferments. This will allow the draft boards to make more informed decisions about who is and is not eligible for deferments.

The new draft law also allows draft boards to consider the opinions of the man's employer and his family in making their decision. This will allow the draft boards to make more informed decisions about who is and is not eligible for deferments.

The draft boards will also be given the authority to review the medical records of men who are seeking deferments. This will allow the draft boards to make more informed decisions about who is and is not eligible for deferments.

The new draft law also allows draft boards to consider the opinions of the man's employer and his family in making their decision. This will allow the draft boards to make more informed decisions about who is and is not eligible for deferments.
INTERNATIONAL CENTER
Display features foreign instruments

A suit of drums, finger pianos, rattles, miniature Balaphones, whistles, timbales and bones—contributions to music from around the world—are being displayed in the International Center Tuesday night student board meeting.

In addition to these display cases, which have been constructed by the students, Mrs. Victor Marti, display arranger, has added a single drum and a miniature Balaphone, an instrument owned by the library.

The Nigerian students add to the appeal of these displays by playing various instruments designed to accompany their songs. In a gourd are rhythm instruments designed to be struck to create the sounds of a drum. The small string instrument of the world is a gourd with a small piece of gut tied to the neck and struck to create the sounds of a whistle. The brass whistle, a bamboo string instrument, is used by the Native Americans and is also played in the display cases.

A picture-story background, peer groups influential

The story of Zhigao—a man torn between his love for his wife and the passion for his studies—was told against the flowing background of revolution.

In 'SLOW DANCE'

Strange trio 'compelling'

By Bob Zeschkin

Randall in opera. He is 18 and is the youngest opera singer to receive a lead role in an opera company. He is known for his rich, powerful voice.

Randall was born in Detroit and began singing at an early age. He attended the Juilliard School of Music in New York City, where he studied with renowned teacher Stephanie Blythe. He made his opera debut in 1983 and has since performed in operas around the world.

Randall married actress Caroline Hargrove in 1990. They have two children: daughter Lila and son Henry.

Randall is a member of the American Guild of Musical Artists and has been named a Kennedy Center Honoree.

Dear reader,

This is a special message from the Michigan State News, your daily student newspaper.

- kommen prerl
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Placement Bureau

Social sciences topic of Isenberg Lecture

Students need English
tuition inadequate

ON U.S. CAMPUSES

Mental help inadequate

Photo winner displayed

it's what's happening

WINNER OF THE FALL DANCE was positioned to perform a dance in front of the crowd.

Campus facilities are inadequate
to cope with student needs, according to a survey of student attitudes at Michigan State University. The survey, conducted by the Counseling Center, found that many students feel they are not being properly served.

The results of the survey were presented at a meeting of the American Psychological Association, where it was noted that the facilities were inadequate to meet the needs of the students.

Mental health is inadequate
to cope with the needs of students. The survey found that many students feel they are not being properly served.

Photo winner displayed

A student standing in front of a sign that says "Winning Photo."
OK MR. CHAIRMAN...YOU ASKED FOR IT.

Edward A. Kokaia
1170 Beach St., Apt.
East Lansing, Mich.

Michigan State University
September 30, 1966

Mr. Robert W. Galchin
Chairman of the Board
Mobilene, Inc.
410 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park, Ill.

Dear Mr. Galchin:

If the situation is as you indicate and greater numbers of college graduates are indeed leaving they will also fail to which are unsuited for business. I cannot help but feel that the trend must

Tens of thousands of students attend universities and colleges, and of these many thousands will

Twenty years ago business could have been seen to have been a much larger block in the

Students learn for challenging work, job security, financial rewards, and the feeling that their

This may mean technical, graduates, whose abilities are sorely needed by business, are attracted

While graduate work is a competitor for those students who have graduated in the arts, other
terminate in the middle grades in these particular students have entered business. Many fine
courses may be taken in business schools in order to augment their education. If we look at the
courses. There is no general education that business school offers. Now it is imperative that

Every student, whether he be technical or arts graduate from college with the knowledge that

STUDENTS SPEAK UP

In a letter carried in this paper last week, Robert W. Galchin, Mobilene Chairman, asked Edward Kokaia, Michigan State student: "What's wrong with business?" Now, Mr. Kokaia tells him.

This exchange is part of a continuing, unique dialogue between campus and community. A dialogue to see what students think, and what business thinks. To examine facts and fables. To see, from two points of view, where there's room for constructive change. Similar dialogues between Mr. Galchin and students are taking place in over 20 campus newspapers throughout the country.

Mr. Galchin will tackle Mr. Kokaia's remarks in subsequent issues of this paper. And, Mr. Kokaia will have a chance to react to his answer. The dialogue will continue as long as there are points to be made.

Hopefully, this exchange of ideas will help resolve existing differences and unite us as a whole for greater mutual respect and understanding.